The irony of this history, therefore, raises questions of identity in relation to the reign of Philip V and "the implications for his subjects" (98) during such a transitional period. Storrs gestures in this direction with chapter 6, "Italy and Identity," when he concludes that, "identities were as yet not so narrowly defined in national terms as some historians seem to suggest" (208) . There is an intriguing fluidity that could be further explored, especially as Storrs introduces what feels more like open beginnings than endings. His last sentence to this same chapter, for example, states that with Charles III, "contemporaries might have been justified in thinking that informally at least the old Monarchy had risen from the ashes" (208). The ambivalence here and elsewhere is not always easy to reconcile with the governing thesis. To be sure, a well-framed timeline limits the scope of this study, but even within the established parameters, the discussion keeps a double-edged distance, holding itself above the fray with ample numerical figures and names, while resisting a level of direct engagement with what day-to-day life would have been like for Spaniards of various social classes at the time. Though chapter 4, "Government and Politics," does treat the municipalities and popular opinion, as gleaned from the nascent periodical press, generally speaking there is room for more sustained conjecture on the cultural milieu. We learn something of the pamphlets, private correspondences, and religious ceremonies (154-68), yet it is hard to imagine that if there were to be a chapter wholly devoted to "arts and letters," for instance, it would somehow harm Storrs's portrait of the Spanish resurgence. On the contrary, the careful reader is hard-pressed to recall any mention of painters, sculptors, artisans, architects, or writers, despite the massive civic and royal projects being undertaken during the years in question. It may thus be a quibble to contend that Storrs stays very much in his comfort zone, given the overall high quality of his contribution, but it would not be unfair either, one could hazard, to suggest how safe the presentation remains at its core. A few risks, in this respect, could reap more lasting conceptual returns.
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In Reading Twentieth-Century Literature: Selected Essays, author Noël Valis shares a collection of critical essays that she published in various academic journals over a time period of thirty years . The eighteen articles included in the text explore several themes and topics of twentieth-century Spanish narrative and poetry, with a focus on certain aspects of each work that helps to create a cohesive literary study. Of principal interest to Valis are writing and the writer, the role of the reader, and the elusiveness of language as communication of life and self. The first of two sections begins with two essays that explore questions of authorship, gender, and myth in early twentieth-century Spanish narrative. "The Novel as Feminine Entrapment: Valle-Inclán's Sonata de otoño" is a detailed and nuanced analysis that locates the power of the feminine in the novel and exposes the narcissism of its authorship (Valle-Inclán via el Marqués de Bradomín). With the essay "The Society Reporter, Status, and Writer Impotence in Felipe Trigo's El Semental," Valis examines how Trigo's satirical portrayal of a society reporter of early twentieth-century Spain questions the writer's place in modern society and also critiques conventions of class, gender, and style. This contemplation of the writer continues in analyses of Ramón Gómez de la Serna's El novelista (1923) and Carme Riera's Cuestión de amor propio (1987) . For Valis, El novelista is an exercise in writing the marginal, avoiding the "center" of traditional nineteenth-century narrative that represents death. Riera's Cuestión de amor propio uses nineteenth-century confessional and epistolary forms of writing in a way that subverts and reframes them in order to reauthorize women's writing. (1977) , Valis concludes that the author's ideology and memory alienate the public as reader. In effect, the novel is not written for the public reader, but rather for the writer himself and the political party that expelled him.
In the three essays that complete the first section, Valis delves into questions of linguistic, narrative, and cultural change and transformation. She highlights the importance of metamorphosis in the poetic prose of Juan Ramón Jiménez's Platero y yo (1914 and 1917) , and traces how Francisco Ayala's Diálogo de los muertos (1949) uses and alters the traditional genre of the dialogue of the dead. In "The 'Cursilería' of Camp in Ana Rosetti's Plumas de España," Valis looks at how the use of camp and lo cursi in the novel is historically and culturally relevant, going beyond a superficial portrayal of spectacle and recoding the cultural past within the present (the years of the Transition).
In the essays that comprise the second section of the collection, Valis analyzes several works of poetry. She begins with a study of sentiment in women's, or feminine, writing of the late nineteenth and mid-twentieth centuries. The works of Carolina Coronado, Casta Esteban, and Marina Romero are placed within a larger consideration of the place of self and the inner "treasure" of feeling in women's writing. Through the naming of self and sharing sentiment, the woman writer challenges her dependency on male approval and breaks the silence of fear and inadequacy.
This meditation on the self continues with "The Specter of Poetry," in which Valis considers the spectral/liminal nature of poetry. After locating the emergence of a new poetic self in post-Romantic poetry (Emily Dickinson, Rosalía de Castro, and Antonio Machado), in which poet and poem are simultaneously connected and separated, Valis analyzes the spectral qualities of José Hierro's poetry of the 1950s and 60s. In the work of Manuel Mantero, she finds silence to be a repository of self, creativity, and action. In three essays, Valis situates poet Julia Uceda historically and literarily (Francoist Spain / Generation of 1950) so as to understand questions of being and not being, liminality, displacement, and identity in her poetry.
An examination of poetic language and the communication of life and self informs three essays in this section. Regarding Antonio Machado's "A la manera de Juan de Mairena. Apuntes para una geografía emotiva de España" (1933) , Valis points to the poet's perplexing use of objects and images from nature whose direct naming is anything but direct in its symbolism. She concludes that this directness/indirectness drives the emotion of the piece, highlighting the elusive nature of poetic intuition. This contemplation of the insufficiency of language to name and to express life continues in the final two essays of the collection, "Sarah Pujol Russell, or the Life of Poetry" and "Noni Benegas, or the Mapmaker's Journey." For Pujol Russell and Benegas, both contemporary Spanish poets, poetry is life and movement. The individual experience is connected to the universal journey, and language is often inadequate to communicate the essence of life.
The essays included in Reading Twentieth-century Spanish Literature: Selected Essays offer a careful, contemplative, and passionate reading of several works of Spanish narrative and poetry. Although this passion at times compromises textual analysis with personal digressions and one original story, overall Valis deftly incorporates linguistic, cultural, gender, and philosophical analyses in each essay. As a collection, these essays link together to provide a well-developed and wide-ranging examination of modern Spanish literature that would be of interest to scholars in the field.
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